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And when he was finished he created the 
nurse
And when he was finished he created the 
nurse
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He lace her body with
armor or endurance
He lace her body with
armor or endurance
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A mine of wisdom
and a heart of love
A mine of wisdom
and a heart of love

He smiled and said well doneHe smiled and said well done

What is School Nursing ?What is School Nursing ?

| A specialized practice of professional nursing that advances the well-being, academic 
success, and lifelong achievement of students. To that end, school nurses facilitate 
positive student responses to normal development; promote health and safety; intervene 
with actual and potential health problems; provide case management services; and 
actively collaborate with others to build student and family capacity for adaptation, self-
management, self-advocacy, and learning.

| Surrogate mother, friend, protector, listen ear, shoulder to cry on,  and a hand to hold 

| http://pediatrics.aappublications.org
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SICK
SLEEP
INTUBATED
DELIRIOUS
UNCONSCOUOS
COMBATIVE
FEARFUL
LOSS
DEPRESSED
HYSTERICAL

The Role of the School NurseThe Role of the School Nurse

| The school nurse has a crucial role in the seamless provision of comprehensive health 
services to children and youth. Increasing numbers of students enter schools with chronic 
health conditions that require management during the school day. This policy statement 
describes for pediatricians the role of the school nurse in serving as a team member in 
providing preventive services, early identification of problems, interventions, and referrals 
to foster health and educational success. To optimally care for children, preparation, 
ongoing education, and appropriate staffing levels of school nurses are important factors 
for success. Recommendations are offered to facilitate the working relationship between 
the school nurse and the child's medical home. This statement has been endorsed by the 
National Association of School Nurses.
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BUCK NAKED TRUSTBUCK NAKED TRUST

| Nurses again top survey for ethics, trustworthiness among professions
| Nursing remains the most-trusted profession in Gallup's annual honesty and ethical 

standards poll for the 15th year running, with 84% of respondents rating nurses' honesty 
and ethical standards as high or very high. In the survey, pharmacists and physicians 
followed nurses with 67% and 65% ratings, respectively.

| 12/23/2016 AWHONN SMARTBRIEF
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Provides Active              Keep

Safeguards Acts

Maintains Sustains

Recognizes & Accepts  

Use 

Participates

Plays

HISTORICAL PERSEPCTIVEHISTORICAL PERSEPCTIVE

| Nightingale (1860/1969) recognized the importance of vigilance in nursing. In Notes on 
Nursing, she wrote:

| The most important practical lesson that can be given to nurses is to teach them what to 
observe—how to observe—what symptoms indicate improvement—what the reverse—
which are of importance—which are of none—which are evidence of neglect—and of 
what kind of neglect. All this is what ought to make part, and an essential part, of the 
training of every nurse (P. 105).
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SCHOLARSSCHOLARS

| Nurse scholars have repeatedly acknowledged that observation is 
a vital element in the practice of nursing. 

| The habit of observation is one of the most (if not the most) essential 
qualities in nursing. ...The responsibility [to observe] is distinctly that 
of the nurse, for during the greater part of the time she is the only 
one present to care for the patient and thus to observe and report. 
Without close observation...a nurse can not carry out the first 
essentials in nursing—those measures not prescribed by the doctor 
but dictated by the underlying principles and methods of nursing 
itself (P. 219).
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Another ScholarAnother Scholar

| McClain (1950) proposed, "in observing the nurse must know what she 
is looking for and, to a certain extent, what she is likely to find. 
Observation is based on knowledge, interest and attention" (P. 51).

| 1970 the era of grand nursing theories. the appreciation of this ability of 
nurses to recognize important cues in their patients.

| Carper (1978) identified the ability to perceive as part of the aesthetic 
pattern of knowing in nursing. She defined perception as the "active 
gathering together of details and scattered particulars into an 
experienced whole for the purpose of seeing what is there" (P. 17). 
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DEFINING VIGILANCEDEFINING VIGILANCE

|Vigilance is devoted attentiveness or watchfulness. 
Security guards and test proctors alike need to practice 
vigilance. Vigilance comes from the Latin word for 
"wakefulness," vigilantia, and in a medical setting 
vigilance is still sometimes used to mean "insomnia."
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Professional Nursing Vigilance Professional Nursing Vigilance 

A state of scientifically, intellectually, and experientially 
grounded:
|Attention to and identification of clinically significant 

observations/signals/cues;
|Calculation of risk inherent in nursing practice situations; 
|Readiness to act appropriately and efficiently to minimize 

risks and to respond to threats.
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Vigilance EntailsVigilance Entails
| Professional vigilance is the essence of caring in nursing. However, it 

is often invisible, and is not clearly described or taught to students in 
nursing programs. 

| “Vigilance is the backdrop against which professional nursing 
activities are performed. It is not the action of doing something. It is 
the continuous watchfulness that is always a part of a nurse’s 
thinking process when performing activities, such as taking vital 
signs. It is the mental work of nursing and a prerequisite to informed 
nursing action. 

| Nurses are professionally accountable for professional vigilance and 
recognition of the problem so that suitable action can be taken.”.
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Vigilante ObservationVigilante Observation

|The level of vigilance and observation expected 
are obviously linked to the category of nurse, 
scope of practice and educational preparation 
that they have received
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Vigilante timingVigilante timing

|Communication to appropriate referrals
|Transferring of Students from 1 facility to another
|Interprofessional communication (teachers, 

principals, pediatricians, parents)
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LEADERSHIP: LEADING WITH VIGILANCELEADERSHIP: LEADING WITH VIGILANCE

If you are 
Leading 
and no one 
is 
following 
you are 
just taking 
a stroll.

Leading with a VigilanceLeading with a Vigilance

| Communication skills
| Cultural competent
| Knowledgeable  of laws and policies
| Promotion of good health
| Activist and Advocate for children
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School Nursing leaders. Vigilant? How?School Nursing leaders. Vigilant? How?

Foster child and 
adolescent  health 
and education 
success

Provides direct 
care to 
students

Provision of school 
nurse health 
services

Screening and 
referrals for health 
conditions

Promotes a 
health school 
environment

Promotes Health 

Leadership role for 
health policies 
programs

Liaison between 
school personnel, 
family and HCP

Just Culture : Just Culture : 

|SUPPORT  SCHOOL NURSING
|IDENTIFIES WEAKNESS WITHIN THE SYSTEM
|IMPROVES  PRACTICE
|PROMOTES COLLABORATION
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NURSES EATING THEIR YOUNGNURSES EATING THEIR YOUNG
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Staff Growth and DevelopmentStaff Growth and Development

|Professional development
|Culture competence
|Knowledge
|Leadership

|Professional development
|Culture competence
|Knowledge
|Leadership

Expectation of Excellence IN THE SCHOOLSExpectation of Excellence IN THE SCHOOLS

VIGILANCE IN THE SCHOOLS: VIGILANCE IN THE SCHOOLS: 

|RECOGNIZE 
|RESPOND
|REACT
|WATCHFUL EYE
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|WATCHFUL EYE
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Recognize, React and RespondRecognize, React and Respond

VIGILANCE IN THE SCHOOLSVIGILANCE IN THE SCHOOLS

Vigilance in the SchoolVigilance in the School

| 1. Early Identification and treatment for vision problems

| 2. Abuse and neglect early notification to appropriate persons

| 3. Community partners for health events
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Categories of events leading to Failure to 
Rescue
Categories of events leading to Failure to 
Rescue

| Assessment of health complaints, medication administration and care of students with 
special needs (Timely response (prompt recognition of complications)

| A system for managing emergencies and urgent situations  (Appropriate response (correct 
management and treatment)

| Mandated health screening programs , verification of immunizations and infectious 
disease reporting ( fail to notice recognize/interpret or respond (treat) when a student  is in 
trouble

| Identification and management of students with chronic health care needs that affect 
educational achievement
| Better nurse to student  ratios associated with improved student academic success
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Vigilance in the CommunityVigilance in the Community

Nurses must be :Loud Voice for 
Healthcare reform
Nurses must be :Loud Voice for 
Healthcare reform
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Unsafe  Children IssueUnsafe  Children Issue

| Immunizations

| Child Abuse

| Homelessness

| Sex Trafficking

| Runaways

| Child labor laws
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The Issue :The Issue :

| Houston  is the Hub for Trafficking 

| 6.6 Billion in sex and labor trafficking a year

| 600 children/day are force to  have sex
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In SummaryIn Summary

|Vigilance is the essence of caring in nursing. We 
must be able to name this vigilance, describe it, 
and communicate it, or risk having this unique 
aspect of our work be invisible to others.
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